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inspectors o: plant operations; maintenance and surveillance; engineering and
technical support; emergency diesel appurtenance design issue; and, reportable
events.

Results: Of the five areas inspected, no violations or deviations were
iientiFied in four areas. One vio1ation was identified (non-cited
violation - fai lure to design equipment to withstand a tornado-
paragraph 5.e.) in the remaining area.

The inspection noted strengths in the Engineering Department's root cause
evaluation of the Unit 2 Turbine-Driven Auxiliary Feedpump problems, and
Control Room professionalism during the Unit 2 shutdown following an Unusual
Event declaration.
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The inspection noted weaknesses in the lack of an extensive preventive
maintenance program on the Emergency Diesel Generator pneumatic control
components, lack of attention to detai 1 in removing scaffolding with loose
surface contamination that led to three personnel contaminations during the
repair of Letdown Heat Exchanger Ou'tlet Safety Valve 2-'SV-52, and lack of
thorough root cause evaluation into the maloperation of Unit 2 Reactor Trip
Breaker 8 during August 1991.

~Pian't 0 eratione:

During thi's report period, Unit I operated essentially at full power until
September 15,. 1991, when a controlled shutdown of Unit I commenced to
troubleshoot the cause of a blocked recirculation line for the Boron Injection
Tank (BIT). The blockage cleared itself before its location could be found.
The licensee took advantage of the 'short shutdown time to repair a diaphragm in
feedwater regulating va 1ve .I-FRV-220.

Likewise, Unit 2 operated at essentially full power until an Unusual Event on
October 8, 1991, brought the unit down to 66 percent power. The licensee
found a problem with some logic test circyits during testing of the Solid
State Protection System (SSPS) of Train A. The licensee could not "back out"
of the surveillance safely due to a standing safety injection signal.. A
complete shutdown was avoided when manual testing of the faulty logic circuits
was employed and proved operability of the SSPS. The licensee has since found
that test cards used for the survei'glance test were faulty. The bad cards
were sent to l/estinghouse for repair.

Yiaintenance and Surveillance:

The inspector's review found activties in this area were generally performed
satisfactorily, except for a weak root cause analysis into problems with
Unit 2 Reactor Trip Breaker B in August 1991. A thorough but narrow
investigation of the problem with Breaker B was'onducted. An identical
problem reappeared a couple of weeks after the problem was initially
identified, showing the cause was not corrected.

~Ei il l' h»i '~1S

Unit 2 Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump (TDAFP) failed to reach full
speed during a routine surveillance test on September 4, 1991. A vendor
representative, who assisted the licensee in the troubleshooting of the
governor, found that the cause for the failure was a defective relief valve
internal to the governor. The governor was replaced and the pump was returned
to service. The inspectors also held discussions with tlaintenance and Plant
Engineering personnel on the'ecent series of Emergency Diesel Generator
incomplete starts to discuss the licensee's proposed future actions on the
replacement of pressure regulating and pilot operated valves.
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, Persons Contacted

DETAILS

*A. A.
*J. E.
*L. S.
*K. R.
*B. A.
*J. R.

P. F.
T. P.

*G. A.
*T. K.
*L
*J. T.

M. L.
D. C.

Blind, Plant Mianager
Rutkowski, Assistant Plant Manager-Technical Support
Gibson, Assistant Plant Manager-Projects
Baker, Assistant Plant Manager-Production
Svensson, Executive Staff Assistant
Sampson, Operations Super.intendent
Carteaux, Safety and Assessment Superintendent
Bei lman, Maintenance Superintendent
Veber, Technical Superintendent-Engineering
Postlewait, Design Changes Superintendent
Miatthias, Administrative Superintendent
llojcik, Technical Superintendent-Physical Scie'nces
Horvath, guality Assurance Supervisor
Loope, Radiation Protection Supervisor

2.

The inspector also contacted a number of other licensee and contract
employees and informally interviewed operations, maintenance, and
technical personnel.

."Denotes some of the personnel attending the Management Interview on
October 18, 1991.

Plant Operations (71707 71710~ 42700)

Routine facility operating activities were observed as conducted in the
plant and from the main control rooms. Steady power operation and plant
shutdown were observed.

The performance of licenised Reactor Operators and Senior Reactor Operators,
of Shift Techniical Advisors, arid of auxiliary equipment operators was

observed and evaluated including procedure use and adherence, records and

logs, communications, and the degree of professionalism of control room
activities. The Plant Mianager, Assistant Plant Mianager-Production, and

the Operations Superintendent ivere well-informed on the overall status of
the plant.

Evaluation, corrective action, and response to off-normial conditions or
events were examined. This included compliance with any reporting
requirements.

Observations of the control room monitors, indicators, and recorders v;ere
'adeto verify the operability of emergency systems, radiation monitoring

systems and niuclear reactor protection systems.
/

a. Unit 1 began the inspection period at 99.5 percent power, with the
main turbine control v'alves wide open.

On September 15, 1991, a controlled shutdown of Unit I commenced due

to the licensee's inabi lity to demonstrate operability of the boron



injection tank (BIT). Specifically, the licensee was unable to
perform two weekly Technical Specification surveillance
requirements: verify BIT level through a recircu'lation flow test,
and verify boron concentration of water in the tank. The licensee
attempted unsuccessfully to establish the recirculation flow
necessary to fulfill the surveillance requirements. Although the
affected portion of the line was believed blocked with hardened
boric acid, heat tracing temperatures appeared normal. The licensee
avoided the Limiting Condition,for Operation (LCO) Action Statement
entry, set to begin at 2:20 a.m.(EDT) on Monday, September 16, 1991,
by conservatively placing the unit in an inapplicable YiODE (Mode 4)
at ll:22 p.m..(EDT) on September 15, 1991.

The 'licensee removed insulation from the recirculation line to look
for "cold spots" but found nothing to indicate blockage. They tried
to pressurize the line but were unsuccessful because the
recirculation pipe could only be pressurized to about 40 psig beyond
what normally exists in the line. The blockage cleared before the
location of the hardened boric acid could be found. Late on
September 16, 1991 they found that recirculation flow could be
re-established. Reactor startup commenced on September 19, 1991,
and the main generator was paralleled'hat same day. 'he unit
attained full power on September 23, 1991.

Other items worked during .that short outage included miscellaneous
main feed valve work and other lesser secondary repairs. The
replacement of the diaphragm in feedwater regulating valve I-FRY-220
was also performed. The unit exited the inspection period at 100
percent power.

Unit 2 operated this inspection period at 99.5 percent power. Minor
adjustments throughout the period were performed to maintain total
heat discharged to Lake Yiichigan within permissible limits. Reactor
power was reduceo to 55 percent power on September 12, I99l so tu:o
circulating water pumps could be removed from service for addition
of zebra mussel biocide. The unit was returned to full power on
September 25, 1991.

At 3:30 p.m. (EDT) on October 8, 1991, the licensee declared an
Unusual Event on Unit 2 and began a controlled shutdown due to a

problem fourd with the test circuitry of Solid State Protection
System (SSPS) Train A. The problem involved a semi-automatic. card
in the logic test circuit that would not provide a good test for
some logic circuits.

The problem was found during performance of "Reactor Trip SSPS Logic
and Reactor Trip Breaker Train "A" Surveillance (monthly)," **THP .

4030 STP.510, Rev. 2, April 4, 1988., The Technical Specification
Action Statement allowed up to two hours to complete, the
surveillance, after which MODE 3 entry wa's required within the
following six hours. The licensee did not have high confidence that
they could "back out" of the surveillance safely dc~e to a standing
safety injection signal, and return the SSPS to normal by the
expiration of the associated Technical Specification (T/S,'ction





Statement. Prior to the expiration, however, the 'licensee
determined that manual logic circuit testing would also prove
operabi lity of the SSPS. The option to perform the manual test was
confirmed with Westinghouse. Six consecutive "manual" surveillance
tests were successfully completed prior to termination of the Unusual
Event.

Power descent was halted at 66 percent when the-manual testing was
completed. SSPS operability was restored and the Unusual Event
terminated at 5:34 p.m. (EDT).

The inspector observed control room activities throughout the
shutdown and noted that they were performed in a professional
manner. Operators discussed among themselves the expected shutdown
plant alignment and began to make preparations to bring needed
equipment on-line. Senior plant management was present in the
Control Room throughout the event.

No violations, deviations, unresolved or open items were identified.

3. Maintenance/Surveillance (62703~ 6172~6 42700)

Corrective and preventive maintenance activities in the plant were
routinely inspected.

The focus of the inspection was to assure the maintenance activities
reviewed were conducted in accordance with approved procedures,
regulatory guides ard industry codes or standards and in conformance with
Technical Specifications. The following items were considered during
this review: the Limiting Conditions for Operation were met while
components or systems were removed from service; approvals were obtained
prior to initiating the work; activities were accomplished using approved
procedures; and post maintenance testing was performed as applicable.

The following activities were reviewed or inspected:

a ~ The'inspector reviewed a September 23, 1991, event when an Operations
Turbine Building Tour f'ound the Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) 2AB

throttle control cylinder (TCC) in the fully extended (zero fuel
feed) position. The event was reviewed because of the recent
history of incomplete starts on the EDGs as discussed in the

.previous resident inspection report. The inspector found that the
quality of the troubleshooting was good and the cause oi the problem
was promptly identified. Following the discovery of the
mispositioned TCC, the EDG was declared INOPERABLE, and the licensee

'roceeded to investigate.

The TCC is a spring loaded cylinder used to shut down the EDG

engine on both an engine trip and on a normal engine shutdown.
The cylinder's piston and actuating rod are spring-loaded to
overpower the governor and force the fuel rack linkage into
the zero fuel feed position to stop all fuel injections. To

allow the engine to operate, air is supplied to the cylinder
to force the cylinder actuating rod to withdraw into the



cylinder against the spring force. With the cylinder actuating rod
withdrawn, it is no longer holding the fuel rack linkage in the zero
fuel feed position and the fuel rack is free to move to whatever
position is called for by the engine governor.

The licensee's investigation found the air supply that held the TCC
in the retracted position against the spring to be at a lower
pressure than required. The licensee adjusted the air supply to the

- proper pressure and performed "AB Diesel Generator Operability Test
- Train B," "*2 OHP 4030.STP027AB, Rev. 5, September 14, I'990. The
te'st was successful and the EDG was returned to OPERABLE status on
September 24, 1991. Based upon Control Room logs, the machine was
INOPERABLE for four hours and fifty three minutes.

The Operations Turbine Tour found the problem using "Routine Plant
Inspection Outside of the Control Room," 2 OHP 4030.001.001, Rev 7,
September 5, 1989. The item to "check throttle control cylinder
retracted" is part of Attachment I to the procedure. The operator
showed good attention to detai 1, as Attachment I has twenty five
items to check in the EDG rooms.

The licensee performed the investigation using Action Request (AR)
No. A4792 and Job Order (JO) No. C1880. The investigation found
that Pressure Regulating Valve 8o. 4 (PRV-4) was maladjusted. The
function of PRV-4 is to reduce control air pressure from 40 psig to
25 psig, The 25 psig air then positions pilot operated valve No. 4
(POV-4) against a spring, to port 100 psig control air to the TCC to
hold it open. With the TCC in the open position,'t allows the
actuating rod to be withdrawn against a spring, which frees the fuel
r'ack linkage to whatever position is called for by the EDC governor.
In this case, because PRV-4 was regulating pressure to 18.6 psig',
POV-4 was not positioned to port 100 psig air to the TCC and hold it
open, so that the fuel rack linkage could be controlled by the
governor.

b. The inspector reviewed repair of Unit 2 Letdown, Heat Exchanger
, Outlet Safety Valve 2-SV-52. The work was reviewed because a weep

hole on the valve was found to be the source of a hydrogen and noble
gas leak, via the Volume Control Tank, to the Auxiliary Building.
It was also reviewed because it had a direct impact on plant
operations, in that normal letdown had to be isolated to provide a

clearance boundary. Fina lly, it was reviewed because a freeze seal
was employed as the other clearance boundary. The inspector noted
the work was adequately performed in accordance with the approved
procedures and that removal and restoration of the valve from the
letdown system were properly accomplished.

Valve 2-SV-52 is a Crosby Style JB relief valve with a setpoint
cf 200 psig that relieves to the Volume Control Tank (VCT). The
licensee found 2-SV-52 to be leaking out the bonnet vent during
troubleshooti»g for elevated hydrogen consumption in the VCT, and
elevated noble gas concentrations in the Auxiliary Building.
Repair of the valve was schedu'ied for September 26, 1991.



Upon va'lve disassembly, workers found the disc ring unthreaded from
the bellows tai I piece. The valve was rebuilt using new par ts and
some of the old parts determined to be reusable; The valve was
reassembled and adjusted to setpoint and reinstalled. After
installation, the licensee found a small quantity of leakage still
present at the bonnet vent (25 m1/min) and scheduled a second repair
effort. After the 'second reassembly the valve was tested prior to
installation and the leak had not been entirely eliminated. The
licensee contacted Crosby, who recommended in an October 2, 1991,
letter, the use of an acceptable sealant on the gasket between the
disc holder and the disc ring. The sealant was applied, and the
valve 'leak check was satisfactory. The valve was satisfactorily
reinstal led with no apparent problems and no, leakage.

The removal-of 2-SV-52 required use of a freeze seal on the
discharge line to the VCT and isolation of normal letdown. This was
required for an adequate clearance to permit isolation of the valve
at both inlet and discharge sides. Prior to the start of work, the
licensee reviewed NRC technical guidance for the use of mechanical
freeze plugs and the inspector noted the guidance had been
incorporated into the licensee's procedure entitled "Freeze Sea ls,"
**12 HHP 5021.005.001, Rev. 1, August 9, 1990.

The freeze seal was applied long enough to allow the installation of
blank flanges, after which the freeze was relaxed; The process was
reversed for re-installation of the valve. An outside organization
was contracted for the freeze seal who followed th'e licensee's
procedures. The inspector noted that the application and removal of
the freeze were satisfactorily performed in accordance with
procedures except that the NDE "visual" surface examination of the
section of pipe in the freeze, performed to check for pipe damage,
was not completed prior,to release of the clearance on the valve.
It was, however, performed with satisfactory results prior to
returning normal letdown to service. The licensee attributed the .

problem to miscommunication between the two groups assigned to work
the valve. Problem Report No. 91-1203 was written to document thc
licensee's investigation, which was not complete at the close Gf
this inspection period.

The first repair attempt was performed on September 26, 1991, and
was documented on Job Order No. C1952. The inspector observed the
as-found setpoint verification test and noted the licensee properly
performed "Safety Valve Setpoint Verification By Bench Test," *"12
NHP 5021.001.054, Rev. 4, October 9, 1990. The as-found lift
occurred at 138 psig, whicl was below the 194-206 psig acceptance
range. The licensee could not determine whether any premature lifts
had occurred, but noted pressure on the process side of the valve is
typically well below 100 psig. The inspector noted the valve was
last litt tested during the 1988 refueling outage with satisfactory
results, It was also learned that the valve had no history of
drifting high or low. The failure to lift properly was attributed
.to the loose disc ring.



Following the lift test, the valve was disassembled, cleaned,
irspected, and rebuilt in accordance with "Crosby Nozzle Relief
Yalve Maintenance," **12 YiHP 5021.001.011, Rev. 2, Hay 10, 1991.
The inspector saw the work was performed adequately per the
procedure instructions. The workers appeared knowledgeable of
the construction and operating characteristics of the valve. The
procedure steps were clear and referenced the appropriate drawing.

The inspector did note that three personnel contaminations were
discovered during the job. The licensee's investigation found the
cause of the contaminations to be from scaffolding near the work area
that was disassembled the night before the job began. The scaffolding
was found with measurable levels of loose surface contamination that
had apparently settled at the work area. The inspector di.scussed the
problem with NRC Region III health physics inspectors, who will
follow the licensee's,corrective actions.

The inspector reviewed two failures of the Unit 2 Reactor Trip
Breaker Train "6" to operate properly during start-up surveillance
testing on August 10 and August 23, 1991. The failures were
considered repetitive. The licensee's root cause investigation into
the earlier event was too narrow in scope to identify the cause of
the'eactor trip breaker problem. The reactor trip breakers at the
D. C. Cook plant are the k!estinghouse DB-50 type. The preliminary
review of this matter is documented in NRC Inspection Report
t<o.s 50-315/91017(DRP); 50-'316/91017(DRP). The failure of the
reactor trip breaker to operate properly was traced, after the second
malfunction on August 23, to a loose screw in the breaker's control
cabin!et. 'he inspector's interviews with licensee personnel found
that the licensee did not perform an inspection of the terminal board
on which the 'loose screw was located on August 10, 1991. The
terminal board is located in a separate cabinet above the reactor
trip breaker cubicle.

On August 10, 1991, during performance of surveillan!ce test "SU(l)
Instrumentation Checks Prior to Startup," **2 THP 4030 STP. 180,
Rev. 5, July 24, 1989, prior to Unit 2 startup, the operators noted
that the Train "B" Reactor Trip Breaker would not close when operated
from the control room. The operators made a second atterript to close
the Trai'n "B" Reactor Trip Breaker and f'ound that it would not
close. Because of the 'problem with the reactor trip breaker, the
operators notified the blaintenance Department and the Instrun>ent and
Electrical (ISE) Supervisor directed. an inspection of the breaker at
its cubicle. The breaker was racked in and out and all linkages
were verified to move freely. The breaker's control switch contact
was also checked and no problem was noted.

After the breaker had been racked in, the breaker was cycled 10

times. The breaker cycled normally 8 out of the 10 attempts.
However, the technicians noted that the breaker attempted to close
but reopened on 2 out of the 10 attempts. Because of the continuing
intermittent reactor trip breaker problem, the Instrument and

Electrical (ISE) group removed the breaker from the cubicle and

brought it to the electrical shop for further inspection and testing





per procedure ."Maintenance Inspection aiid Repair Procedure for
Westinghouse Type DB-50 Air 'Circuit Breakers Installed as Reactor
Trip Breakers and Reactor Trip Bypass Breakers," +* 12 MHP
5021.082.023;- Rev. 2, June 25, 1987. The inspector's interviews
with both the plant management and the technicians found that
because of historic'"DB-50". reactor trip breaker problems noted
in the industry, both management and the technicians believed that
the intermittent problem with the reactor trip breaker was most
likely internal to the breaker itself. Consequently,,the
investigation into the problems with the reactor trip breaker was
focused on the breaker itself.
After the licensee performed applicable sections 'of the
"Inspection and Repair" procedure, the breaker was cycled manually

'and electrically 45 times-39 times, "on the bench" and 6 times
in its cubicle, using the control room switch - with 100-percent
success. IEE then performed surveil'lance test procedure" Instrumentation Checks Prior to Startup," 12 THP 4030 STP. 180,
Rev. 5,- July 24, 1989, with no apparent problems.

Since the problem could not be repeated, the licensee reasoned that
there may have been dust on the breaker, contacts that had beer,
removed during the racking in/out process, or during the various
cycling, or that the failure was somehow 'spurious. The breaker was
declared OPERABLE on August ll, 1991.

On August 23, 1991, during the "SL~(l) Instrumentation Checks Prior
to Startup,", **2 THP 4030 STP.180, Rev. 5, July 24, 1989,
surveillance test', the operators noted that the reactor trip breaker
"B" again attempted to close but reopened. However, this time, the
ISE technician performing the troubleshooting suspected a problem
with the cortrol circuit because he knew that, the breaker had been,
previously inspected and repeatedly cycled with no problems on
August IO, 1991. Additionally, the. inspectors learned that because
the problem was only noted on the "B" reactor trip breaker, and not
on the "A" reactor trip bypass breaker, the ISE techniciar, reasoned
that the part of the control power circuit with the problem must only be
unique to the "B" reactor trip breaker. Examin'ation of the control
circuit by the ISE technician found that a screw on the shunt trip
attachment was approximately 3/4 turn loose. This could have caused
a decrease in voltage to the shunt trip relay, sufficient to cause
the relay to drop out and the breaker to open immediately after
closing. After'he terminal screw was tightened the breaker
functioned properly. The breaker was returned to OPERABLE status
late on August 23, 1991, after the surveillance "SU(1)
Instrumentation Checks Prior to Startup," **2 THP 4030 STP.180,
Rev. 5, July 24, 1989, was successfully completed.

1

It was pointed out to thc inspector by the licensee that a 3/4 turn
loose screw was difficult to detect visually and the inspector noted
that the wire attached to it wou ld have felt secured even with the
screw, 3/4 turn loose. The only way to determine whether the screp.
was flot ertirely secured was by attempting to tighten it vith a

screwdriver which is what the 18E technician to find that the screw



was 3/4 turns loose. The i'nspector agreed with the licensee on these
points, but also noted that the control circuit was never examined
for any possible problem during the troubleshooting performed on
August 10, 1991.

The licensee's Probl'em Report (No. 91-953) investigation into. the
earlier (August 10, 1991) event found the cause to be attributable
to the loose'erminal screw on the shunt trip attachment. The
inspector noted both events occurred with the Unit in NODE 3. The
licensee searched recent Job Orders and could not identify a time at

- which the wire may have been loosened or removed and reinstalled
improperly. An inspection of the other reactor trip breakers did not
identi fy a s imi 1ar prob lcm.

No viol'ations, deviations, unresolved or open items were, identified.

I I~i) I )IIIII III)I)
The inspector monitored engineering and technical support activities at
the site and, on occasion, as provided to the site from the corporate
office. The purpose of. this monitoring was to assess the adequacy of
these functiors in contributing properly to other functions such as
operations, maintenance, testing, training, fire protection and
configuration management.

It

a. The inspector reviewed the Unit 2-Turbine Driven AUxiliary Feedpump
(TOAFP) governor failure event of September 4, 1991. The event was
reviewed because of several TDAFP problems throughout the past year
related to governors. The inspector reviewed the lic'ensee's
troubleshooting and root cause analysis and agreed »ith the
licensee"s conclusion that poor vendor workmanship led to the TDAFP
fa i lure.

The TDAFP failed to come up to speed during routine surveillance
test "Turbi'ne Driven Auxiliary Feedwater System Test", **2-OHP
4C30.STP.CI7T, Rev.9, December 14, 1990. The licensee's
investigation found the goverror valve had been driven shut from
its norma lly full open position after the pump reached 1000 rpm
(rated speed is 4400 rpm). The cause was isolated to an internal
relief valve in the governor (governor serial no. 2099568). The
defective governor was replaced and the TDAFP was declared OPERABLE

on September 6, 1991.

The licensee concluded poor vendor workmanship led to the governor
failure. This particu lar governor had been sent to the vendor for
rebuilding as a result of a December 1990 problem when water»'as
found in the governor oil cooler. (See NRC inspection report
50-315/9CC27; 50-316/90027(DRP) for details.) Fol lowing the=

rebuild, the governor»as shipped back to the licensee:and-the
governor was placed in storage.

Following a TDAFP overspeed event on August I, 1991, { Inspection
Report 5C-315/91017; 50-316/91017{DRP) with governor serial no.
I593007), governor serial no. 2099568 was installed and dedication

IG



tested satisfactorily. The licensee did not realize governor
2099568 was defective as the dedication and subsequent surveillance
tests, up until the latest test failure, were all satisfactory.

The licensee brought a Woodward representative onsite to assist .

troubleshooting and root cause analysis for the September 4, 1991
event. The effort was documented in Job Order no. BI0207. Upon
disassembly of the governor,. a pressure regulating valve (PRV),
interna 1 to the governor, was found defective (a pin sheared and
allowed an orifice plate to drop out ) such that it would not
maintain the desired 100 psig hydraulic pressure in the governo'r.
The hydraulic fluid was being diverted to an internal sump. This
allowed steam flowing past -the governor valve to drive it closed
as there was no hydraulic pressure to hold the governor valve open.

The licensee indicated that they are confident that there are no
degraded governors currently installed on the TDAFPs. To date,
there have been no other Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) pump problem>s
on either unit. Three successful tests ("Turbine Driven Auxiliary
Feedwater System Test", **2-OHP 4030.STP.017T, Rev.9, December 14,
1990) have been run thus far on the Unit 2 TDAFP with no apparent
problems.

The inspectors wi 11 continue to monitor the licensee's actions
concerning the AFW system.

The resident inspectors met with licensee representotives during
this inspection period to discuss recent Emergency Diesel Generator
(EDG) incomplete start failures. A summary of EDG start failures is
documented in NRC Inspection Report 50-315/91017; 50-316/91017(DRP).
Another failure occurred this 'inspection period and is discussed in
paragraph 3.a.of this report. The inspector found that the licensee
is plannning to replace all pressure regulating valves and pilot
operated valves in the pneumatic start system on a schedule
consistent with EDG availability. The work is set to begin during
the next inspection period and will be followed by tge inspector as
v ork progresses. The discussiors also focused "on. preventive
maintenance of the pneumatic components.

Up until October 23, 1990, preventive maintenance tasks were
performed only on Pilot Operated Valve 4 (POV 4), the guick Exhaust
Valves (gEYs), and the mechanical overspeed trip device. During
August 1990, the gEYs were replaced with a type containing Viton
diaphragms. - The preventive maintenance task on the gEV valves was
cancelled or, October 23, 1990, after review by the licensee based on
expected very long shelf and operating life of the Yiton materia'I.

However, the licensee failed to adequately review the QEY preventive
maintenance task card. That card also held the preventive
maintenance tasks for POV 4 and the mechanical overspeed trip
device. In October 1990, when preventive maintenance on the gEVs
was cancelled, the pl"eventive maintenance on POV 4 and the
mechanical overspeed trip device were inadvertent'iy cancelled.
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The inspector's review found that the last time preventive
maintenance was performed on the EDG pneumatic components (once per
refueling outage frequency)'as during September and November 1988
for Unit 1 AB and CD EDGs, respectively. Preventive maintenance on
Unit 2 AB and CD EDGs was performed during August 1990.

The current preventive maintenance plans are extensive and include
virtually all the pneumatic components on all four EDGs.

No violations, deviations, unresolved or open items were identified.

5. Emer ency Diesel A urtenance Desi n Issues (93702)

A previous inspection report (50-315/91014(DRP); 50-316/91014(DRP))
described thc licensee's discovery of apparent discrepancies relating to
the design of certain emergency diesel appurtenances to withstand natural
phenomena. Immediate compensa'tory actions, and corrective action plans,
were also briefly described. This inspection included a followup
assessment of the issues.

a. Back round

In early 1991, the licensee engaged a contractor to perform an
evaluatior, of the D. C. Cook plant electrical system design. This
study was preparatory to an anticipated Electrical Design System
Functional Inspection (EDSFI) by the NRC. As part of the contracted
study, reference was made to the results of EDSFI reports from other
nuclear plants. 0ne such previous report identified a deficiency in
design documentation (and possibly in design itself) with regard to
capability of emergency diesel generator appurtenances to withstand
tornadoes. Nore specifically, diesel combustion air intake and
exhaust and room ventilation were questioned as to their ability to
withstand wind loadings, missiles, and differential pressure
conditions generated by postulated tornadoes. These same questions
»ere applied to the D. C. Cook study, and a search for documentation
was initiated to show the design met the postulated conditions.

In some instances, the document search was unsuccessful. Verification
was lacking concerning the adequacy of design as follows:

Rind Loadings - combustion air intake and exhaust, room verti lation,
storage tank vent

Differential Pressure (Vacuum) - combustion 'air intake and exhaust, room
ventilation, storage tank vent

Seismic Loading - combustion exhaust, storage tank vent

When the licensee concluded tllat the documentation probably did not
exist, anc inspection of some of the components indicated their
design might in fact be inadequate, a notification to the NRC

pursuant to 10 CFR 50.72 was made on July 18, 1991. The specific
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, notification involved declaration of an "Unusual Event" because both
emergency diesels for each unit were declared inoperable, forcing
commencement of a shutdown of both units.

HRC granted a temporary waiver of compliance to Technical
Specifications requiring the shutdown, then granted a temporary
exemption from the requirements of the applicable General Design
Criteriori - GDC 2 - governing design to cope with natural phenomena.
During the period of temporary exemption, the 'licensee implemented
both compensatory and corrective actions to conform the plant to the
GDC. The temporary exemption terminated after 30 days.

b. Evaluation of "As-Found" Conditions

Documentation did not exist to demonstrate selected emergency diesel
appurtenanc'es had been designed arid constructed with the capabi li.ty
to continue to function (to support diesel operation) in the face of
design basis tornado or seismic conditions. Licensee evaluations and
corrective/compensatory actions are described in Licensee Event
Report LER 3I5/91-005 and supporting internal documentation-
especially Problem Report PR 91-713. The inspector reviewe'd this
documentation with findings as follows.

i) Tornado Wind Loadings

~Na nitude - hypothetical 360 mph wind (300 mph rotational plus
60 mph translational) with an equivalent loading result of 332

pcunds per square foot (psf) is limited by building shielding
(40 percent factor) to 216 mph and 200 psf.

Combustion Air Intake - structural supports had adequate
s renig, u s ee metal loading v,as just at the point of
anticipated elastic buckling. Such buckling could result in

-changed intake air flowpath, with a low probability that diesel
operability would be affected.

Combustion Exhaust - in the limiting case (diesel 1CD) the
ss encer support egs would break and the silencer would be

blown off. In the case of diesel lAB, wind loading would be

13 percent greater than seismic loading, for which the components

were analyzed. Thus, 1AB would probably be undamaged. Both
Unit 2 diesel silencers were stronger still. Thus, diesel lAB

only could lose its silencer, but this would not render the
diesel incapable of operatiori.

Room Vent - the ductwork outside the building would be blown

away. Considering relative strength of the installed pieces ano

their geometric relationships, vent blockage would probably not
occur. Thus, the diesels would not be likely to be rendered

inoperable.
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Stora e Tank Vents - found capable of sustaining tornado loading.

In summary, tornado wind loa'dings would result .in damage or loss
to some appurtenances but, with the low-probability exception of
some failure resulting from buckling in'the combustion air

-intake structure, diesel operability would not be expected to be
compromised.

ii) Tornado-Induced Vacuum

Naunitude - 3 p ig. NOTE: adverse loading (see above) and
vacuum conditions could not both result from the saise tornado.

Combustiori Air Intake - not adversely affected by differential
pressure.

Combustion Exhaust - not adversely affected by differential
pressure.

v

Room Ventilation - the portion of the ventilation inside the
room con~de subjected to the postulated 3 psig "vacuum" and
would collapse. Should the collapse. seal the ductwork off from
drawirsg air into the building, cooling of the room would be
restricted or eliminated. After some indeterminant period
(greater than a few minutes - e.g. not imimediately) the room
would heat up beyond the point 'for continued engine operation.
This scenario has, therefore, a (delayed) diesel operability
impact.

~Stora e Tank Vents - not adversely affected by differential pressure

Summarizing, diesel operability would be lost after some time
due to overheating because room cooling is restricted or
eliminated.

iii) Earthquake Loadings

Analyses showed the components not previously evaluated - diesel
exhaust and storage tank vents - would not fail and affect
diesel operability adversely.

I

Corrective/Preventive Actions

A design change, RFC 12-3085, was developed to upgrade the design
of the diesel appurtenances to meet the original design basis for
tornado loading, with the exception that the combustioni air
intakes were reinforced to 80 percent loading versus 100 percent
loading for the maxin um hypothetical tornado. Because actua 1

tornado loading, limited by building shielding, is at 60 percent,
this appears adequate. This is a matter which should be correctly
reflected in the next Updated Safety Analysis Report annual revision.





The upgrade to withstand tornado loading restored the plant to a
condition of compliance with General Design Criterion 2 for that
phenomenon. This was done by August 16, 1991.

For tornado-induced pressure differentials, the licensee implemented
administrative controls over the room ventilation system such that
the ductwork inside the room would not be exposed to a vacuum of
3 psig in the event of a tornado. These were implemented on July 18,
1991 - the date the operability issue was decided. Briefly, pressure
equalization paths, including dampers in the ductwork and doors or
manways in the potentially affected rooms, were opened. This
restored compli'ance to GDC 2 immediately, but having doors/manways
open required compensatory measures .to maintain the necessary degree
of fire protection and security. The design change (RFC-12-3085)
included. the addition of an isolation damper in the strengthened
intake structure outside the diesel building. At the time of this
inspection, the structure was complete but the damper had not yet
been received from its constructor and installed.. InstaIlation is
scheduled to be complete in December, 1991. In the mean time, the
administrative controls continue in effect. The inspector verified
these activities.

No design improvements were needed to address seismic vulnerability;
existing design proved adequate.

Sa fete S ignif i cance.

The limited design vulnerability described above did not have major
safety significance.

There were two scenarios which could have had an effect on diesel
operability. Both involved tornadoes, but a single tornado could
not have resulted in both problems.

The first scenario was for a tangential strike by a tornado of
one-half mile diameter passing to,the west of the plant. Assumed
wind- speeds of 360 mph, resulting from 300 mph rotational velocity
pius 6C mph translational velocity, would result in 216 mph winds
(40 percent shielding factor) applying about 200 pounds per square
foot on the Unit 2 diesel appurtenances exterior to the buildings.
This tornado could affect the diesel appurtenances for one nuclear
unit only, and the affected unit would be expected to suffer damage
in the form of buckling of the sheet meta') structure of the combustion
air intake. This is not necessarily certain, because the metal yield
strength is essentially the same as the calculated load. With ne
margin, however, the presumption that buckling will occur seems
valid. The likelihood this will affect diesel operability is the
product of the combined probability that such a powerful tornado
will occur and that the buckling will be of such nature as to block
off engine air intake. The first probability is on the order of one
in ten million per year. The second probability is not quantifiable,
but it is considered somewlat unlikely. Thus, the increase in
overall plant risk as a consequence of "marginal" design against wind
loadings caused by tornadoes is negligible.
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The second scenario is more serious. This involves negative pressure
differential, resulting from=the passing of the center of a tornado
over the diesel appurtenances, causing the collapse of diesel room .

cooling ductwork. The probability of occurrence of a tornado of
90 miph or greater, capable of'enerating 3 psi differential pressure,
is on the order of two in ten thousand per year. Such a tornado
could affect both units - e.g., all four emergency diesels - though
~w>t a loner probability. Again, the probabi'lity of the occurrence
of the tornado must be combined with the probability of the
consequence that the affected ductwork collapses, and the collapse
occurs in a Aiariner to seal off air ventilation to the room. This
latter probability is not quantifiable; while collapse is considered
likely, the potential for a collapse to seal off air flow is unknown.
Assuming all capability for room ventilation were lost, room
temperature would increase over a period of time (several minutes,
perhaps more) to a point above the qualification temperature for
continued engine operation. The point of failure and failure mode

are uncertain.

In the case of failure of the combustion 'air intake, the diesel would
not run, but neither would it be damaged. The inoperability would be
readily evident. Diesel failure from room overheating would be

delayed, less evident, and could inivolve actual diesel damage.

The plant is capable of sustaining itself in safe hot shutdown for at
least four hours without any diesels operable. For. the case where
actual damage fromi room overheating has occurred, it is indeterminate
whether diesel power could be restored in that time.

Overalli, the lack of specific design protection from postulated
natural phenomena (tornadoes) is considered to have resulted in a

Aargina 1 increase in overall plant risk - not precisely quantifiable
but probably on the order of one per hundred thousand per year or
less.

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, at Appendix A to Part 50,
establishes miniA1UAi requirements for the prinicipal design criteria
for water-cooled nuclear power plants.'hese arc denoted as General
Design Criteria (GDC), of which there are 64. GDC 2 stipulates that
structures, systems,-arid components important to safety shall be

designed to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as

earthqua kes, tornadoes, etc., without loss of capab i 1 i ty to per form

their safety functions. For the D. C. Cook nuclear plant, the Final
Safety hnialysis Report, at Section 2.8.3, "h'ind Loading Design"
specifies that the plant is to be designed to safely shut down

despite the effects of a tornado >ith a forward progression of 60 mph

containing 300 A ph winids, and an atmospheric pressure drop of 3.0 psi
applied within 3

seconds.'s

described above, certain emergency diesel generator appurtenances-
specifica'lly, the combustioni air intake and exhaust structures, the rooA;

ventilation cuctwork, and the storage tank vert - were not specifically
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designed to withstand these tornado conditions. As a consequence, failure
of the combustion air intake due to wind loading, or failure of the room

ventilation ductwork due to pressure differential, were not precluded.
Failure of these appurtenances could have resulted in loss of capability
of one or more emergency diesel generators to perform their safety
functions.

This is considered a violation of General Design Criterion 2

(Violation 50-315/91022-02).

The safety 'significance of this violation, though the condition
existed over a prolonged period, was small, as described above. As

also described above, the licensee identified and reported the
matter, and took timely and effective corrective action. Further,
the violation was not willful, nor was it preventable by correctii~e
action for a previous violation. Thus, the criteria for NRC exercise
of discretion as stated in the NRC Enforcement Policy (10 CFR 2,
Appendix C) were met, and no Notice of Violation is being issued for
this item.

One violat.on (for which a Notice of Violation is not being issued)
was identified., No deviations, unresolved, or open items were
identified.

~Re ortab1e Events (92700 92720)

The inspector reviewed the, following Licensee Event Repoits (LERs)
by means cf direct observation, discussions with licensee personnel,
and review cf records. The review addressed compliarce to reportino
requiremerts and, as applic'able, that immediate corrective action and

appropriate action to prevent recurrence had been accomplished.

(Closed) LER 315/89014-LL: "Technical Specification Surveillance
Requirement tlissed Due to Deficient Administrative Guidance."

On, November 27, 1989, the licensee discovered that the P-250 computer rod
sequence and deviation monitors had been inoperable since a computer
bootstrap on November 23, 1989. The P-250 Rod Monitor Program did not
reactivate after the computer bootstrap because an operato'r failed to
update one address point. The "guideline" to update the computer was not
explicit and caused the operator to not perform the update task properly.

The T/S required a four hour surveillance of rod position determination
i-f the rod deviation Gr sequence monitors were inoperable. The

inoperability condition v)as unknown causing the required Technical
Specification (T/S) increased surveillance to be missed. The normal

operatino twelve hour T/S survei llarces werc completed with no out of
specification rod positions during this event period.

Tc prevent recurrence, the; licensee issued a new post maintenance
operability procedure, "P-250 Operability Surveillance (**12 CP

4031.STP.001 Rev. 0,. February 1, 1990)," to verify the P-250 T/S related
pro91ams are functioning properly after a bootstrap. To date, no- similar

'rcblemsh~ve occurred with the P-250 computer.
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No violations, deviations, unresolved or open items were identified.

~Mana ement Interview

The inspectors met with licensee representatives (denoted in Paragraph 1)
on October 18, 1991, to discuss the scope and findings of the inspection.
In addition, the inspector also discussed the likely informational
content of the inspection report with regard to documents or processes
reviewed by the inspector during the inspection. The licensee did not
identify ary such documents/processes as proprietary.




